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Abstract: The main test laboratory for electric propulsion at Thales Electron Devices
GmbH Ulm has been set-up in 2005 for the development of the High Efficiency Multistage
Plasma Thruster (HEMP-T). During the past year the diagnostic capabilities have been
improved by installing a new type of one axis thrust balance with high resolution and long
term stability. A beam diagnostic package has been evolved from a proven sensor design
used within Thales for several years. With this package the ion current density profile as
well as the power flux profile can be measured. The sensor principle is described and the
methods to analyze the profiles with respect to the integration of the distribution to derive
parameters like beam divergence are presented. Examples of profiles of HEMP 3050
thrusters are given.

I. Introduction
The development of HEMP thrusters reaches back until 2000. During the first years small vacuum chambers
with low pumping speed were sufficient for all days work. The performance of the early HEMP-Ts was cross
checked using external facilities at Onera, Palaiseau and at the University of Giessen in 2003. After fast progress, it
became visible that the HEMP technology will be competitive to state-of-the-art thrusters. To improve the test
capabilities at Ulm a new test facility called ULAN has been set-up in 20051. After starting nominal operation in
August 2005 the enhancement of the facility concentrated on automatic operation and on the development of
diagnostic tools for thruster characterization. Two groups of tools have been developed or are under further
development. The first measures all parameters of the thruster and neutralizer operation like currents, voltages,
temperatures, thrust, conducted EMI etc. The second group characterizes effects at some distance from the EP
system like ion beam profile, radiated EMI etc. While the measurements at the thruster are comparable throughout
the community, the characterization of beam profiles is less standardized. To clarify the way this is carried out for
HEMP thrusters, the analysis of beam profiles especially with respect to the beam divergence will be described in
section C.

II. Electric Propulsion Test Facility ULAN

A. Chamber and vacuum system

The chamber, 2.4 m diameter and 4.5 m length, has an effective xenon pumping speed of more than 80.000 l/s,
mainly by means of cryo pumps that remove the xenon propellant from the vessel, supported by two 2000/s turbo
molecular pumps for non condensing gases like hydrogen and helium. The rough vacuum system in combination
with the turbo pumps is able to evacuate the 20 m3 chamber volume within 40 minutes to high vacuum. For full
*
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pumping speed the cryo pumps have to be cooled down which takes less than 2 hours. The vacuum conditions are
continuously monitored by vacuum gauges and a residual gas analyzer. The chamber walls can be heated and cooled
so that optimal vacuum conditions are ensured. The ultimate base pressure reached after bake out of the chamber
walls is in the 10-8 mbar region. For repressurizing, the chamber is flooded with dry nitrogen to keep water vapor
adsorption to the walls as low as possible. The
chamber wall cooling is designed to allow the
operation of thrusters or thruster clusters up to 40
kW total beam power. Two motorized doors grant
access to the chamber. One is holding the thruster
with a turntable for beam profile measurements and
a thrust balance. The other one is equipped with
several beam diagnostic elements like Faraday cup
probes or a retarding potential analyzer. Attached to
the first door, a platform support gives space to
thruster infrastructure like racks, gas storage and
feeding system etc.
All chamber walls that are hit by the ion beam
are covered with 2.5 mm thick graphite tiles to
reduce sputtering and therefore minimizing the
contamination of the thruster by wall materials.
The chamber is equipped with a water-cooling
Figure 1. Vacuum chamber of the test facility ULAN
system that provides cooling for the pumps, the
chamber walls as well as for the test equipment used outside and inside the vacuum chamber. All water lines inside
the chamber are made out of flexible stainless steel hoses.

Chamber diameter
Chamber length
Chamber volume
Rough vacuum pumps
Turbo molecular pumps
Cryo pumps
Base pressure
Installed electric power for EP

2.4 m
4.75 m
20 m3
250 m3/h
2x 2000/l/s
>80.000 l/s Xe effective
<10-7 mbar
30 kW
(1x20 kW, 1x10kW)
100 kW

B. General test set-up and supplies
1. Power supplies

The test bench is equipped with two laboratory
high voltage power supplies produced by Schneider
Electronics, Offenburg. The primary supply is able
to provide up to 10A of current with a voltage of up
to 2000V. The second power supply has a maximum
Total electric power
current of 6 A at 1200 V.
Table 1. ULAN specification
The high voltage supply is commanded via a
digital interface directly from the control and command computer dedicated for the thruster operation. The anode
line is routed to a splitter box that splits the line into two outlets to support cluster tests. Each outlet is equipped with
a current sensing circuit on high potential to measure the anode current for each thruster separately. The current
signal is converted to a 0-10V voltage signal and transferred to ground potential reference data acquisition system
via an isolation amplifier. The voltage of the anode line is read back using a resistor bridge. The total current and the
anode voltage is also measured by the power supply and read via the digital interface.
The return line of the power supply (negative pole) is connected to a star ground called “electric propulsion
ground” (EP_GND). The electric propulsion ground is insulated from the chamber ground to allow test in “floating”
configuration, where the currents of the thruster must be compensated by the neutralizer current and no additional
current loop via the chamber structure exists. To prevent the data acquisition system and the power supplies from
unacceptable high voltages on the EP_GND potential the case of failures a protection circuit monitors the voltages.
If the voltage between EP_GND and chamber ground exceeds a threshold of 65V the interlock of the power supplies
is opened so that no power is distributed to the thrusters anymore. In addition to this power breaker circuit a
clamping arrangement using suppressor diodes protects the electronics against transients. The maximum voltage
shift between electric propulsion ground and chamber ground is limited to 90V in any case of failure. The threshold
voltage of 65V is sufficient to allow the EP_GND to float so that the neutralizer’s coupling voltage typically in the
range of some ten volts is sufficient to drive the needed compensation electron current.
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2. Gas feeding system
The gas feeding system provides controlled gas flows to the thrusters and neutralizers within the test set-up. It
combines two groups of commercial mass flow controllers (MFC) for different flow ranges. The upper MFCs supply
up to two neutralizers. One supply can control up to 3 sccm xenon gas, the other up to 14 sccm to have the flexibility
to drive different types of neutralizers.
The lower MFC group supplies the thrusters. Two MFCs can provide a flow of up to 50 sccm a third one up to
300 sccm. This allows the user to test HEMP 3050 thrusters as well as one HEMP 30250 thruster without changing
the gas management system. For tests of alternative
propellant gases like krypton, the thruster supply group can
be switched between different gas bottles without breaking
the sealed flow lines. The primary line from the bottles is
protected against gas loss in the case of electric power loss
by a normally closed isolation valve. All lines can be
isolated using manually operated valves to do leakage
checks or to purge the lines separately.
The gas feeding system extends into the vacuum
chamber. Two lines for thrusters and two lines for
neutralizers are fed through the chamber wall. Inside the
chamber a gas purifier is integrated into the neutralizer
lines. The purifier is isolated from the lines using electric
valves controlled from the outside.
The pipework of the propellant lines is done with
stainless steel tubes and metal sealed VCR fittings. Inside
the chamber the tubes are also made of stainless steel
except of a 20 cm long silicon rubber hose for each line to
cross the thrust balance mechanics. This part of the flow
line is connected to the EP system components without
further isolation valves so that the hoses are on low
Figure 2. Gas management system
pressure during vacuum operation.

3. Mounting structure
The ULAN test facility is prepared to test single thruster or cluster configurations. The thrusters are mounted on
a holding structure on top of the thrust balance (see chapter III.A.3). The holding structure can be moved along a
horizontal bar made out of an aluminum profile. For cluster tests this allows to investigate the influence of different

Figure 3. Cluster of two HEMP 3050 thrusters mounted on top of the thrust balance.
Right: Cluster in operation
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distances between the thrusters. At the location of
the holding structure water cooling is available. In
figure 3 a cluster of two HEMP 3050 thrusters is
shown. Both thrusters are equipped with watercooled interface ring. The cluster tests have been
carried out under an ESA TRP contract.
4. Residual Gas Analysis
The test facility is equipped with a Balzers
Prisma residual gas analyzer to monitor the vacuum
condition prior and during test campaigns. It is also a
reliable tool for leakage detection and search. During
thruster operation the residual gas situation inside the
chamber changes. The change is dominated by
hydrogen gas produced by the ion beam by cracking
water vapor adsorbed to the walls, into hydrogen and
oxygen. The oxygen reacts with the sputtered
graphite to carbon monoxide, also visible in the mass
spectrum.

III. Diagnostic and Analytic Methods
A. Thruster parameters
1. Electric parameters
The electric parameters of the thruster operation
are mapped with standard data acquisition
equipment. The anode voltage and anode current as
one of the most important parameter to characterize
the thruster performance are measured with two independent devices. One acquisition is done by the power supply,
the second on high potential inside the splitter box. The neutralizer supplies map the neutralizer parameters. For the
investigation of conducted electromagnetic interferences the anode line is subject to transient analysis and dynamic
measurement. Therefore transformer type current probes for AC measurements and commercial current probes for
DC up to 50 MHz signals probe the anode current. The voltage is traced using a resistor bridge. Figure 5 shows the
Figure 4. Residual gas spectra plots for base pressure
in comparison to thruster operation

Figure 5. Dynamic behavior of the anode current and voltage during start-up and shut-down by applying
the high voltage and controlling the current adjusting the gas flow to the thruster.
Shown: PSCU from EADS Astrium – behavior of Thales Alenia Space ETCA PSCU is similar.
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start-up and shut-down of a HEMP 3050 thruster by applying the high voltage to anode first and then by feeding the
gas line. Due to the long line length from the mass flow controller to the thruster inside the chamber, the transient to
start-up or shut-down takes approximately 25 seconds. The thruster starts or shuts down very smoothly without
current overshot. Only at very low currents some increased oscillation are visible. Figure 6 shows the behavior using

Figure 6. Dynamic behaviour of the anode current and voltage during start-up an shut-down by first
applying the gas flow and then switching the high voltage to the anode line
Shown: PSCU from Thales Alenia Space ETCA PSCU – behavior of EADS Astrium PSCU is similar.
a different start-up procedure. Here the gas flow
has been established first. Then the power
supply is switched on and later off again. The
diagrams show the transient current and
voltage. In this mode the start-up transient takes
only 100 milliseconds. Also in this regime no
current overshot exceeding the steady-state
current is visible. During steady state the anode
current shows an oscillation with periodic
pattern (fig. 7). The base frequency of the
pattern ranges from 80 kHz to 110 kHz
depending of the current level. Higher frequent
components of the signal can be found up to
1MHz with decreasing amplitudes. The voltage
Figure 7. Current oszillation (red) and voltage oszillation
oscillation of 4 volts peak-to-peak around the
(yellow) on the anode line during steady state operation.
anode voltage of 1000V is not phase correlated
Shown: PSCU from Thales Alenia Space ETCA PSCU
with the current signal. The tests have been
performed with a PSCU from EADS Astrium as
well as with one from Thales Alenia Space ETCA. Both performed very similar, while the EADS Astrium PSCU
has a higher efficiency due to its new converter design2 and a smaller voltage ripple.
2. Thermal Monitor
At the mounting structure a patch panel gives space for 12 thermocouple sensors. Different sensor probes are
available. Flat surface mounted thermocouples to measure surface temperatures or 0.25 mm diameter probes to be
placed into the magnet stack of the thruster. A second block of sensors monitors the temperature of equipment e.g.
the thrust balance.
3. Thrust balance
Thales has developed its own thrust balance design to combine the features from the existing balance systems
and adding some new advantages. The basic design is that of a parallelogram made out of stiff girders supporting a
table. The joints between girders and table are flexible so that the girders form a double pendulum. The structure is
mounted on a support frame. At the lower end of the girders weights counter balance the table and any device
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mounted on it. With the new design the pendulum has a stable neutral position with low reaction force in the case of
displacement. If a force is applied to the upper table, the parallelogram is sheered. A highly sensitive displacement
sensor measures this movement. This sensor is realized by a plate capacitor as sensor and a measurement circuit
detecting changes in the timing of a charge/discharge cycle of capacitor. The change is amplified and represents the
displacement in a non-linear transfer function.
The signal is fed into a PID controller that produces a signal for the counter force. This signal is current
amplified and applied to drive a linear voice coil actuator to compensate the force at the table until the displacement
is nullified. The force produced by the voice coil is depending on the current through its windings. The linearity and
gain can be calibrated offline on a microgram balance and checked after integration by attaching a calibrated weight
pulling at the table. With the prototype shown in figure 6 a resolution of 50µN at a full range of 1 N was obtained
during initialization tests.

Voice coil actuator for calibration

displacement sensor

Voice coil actuator for thrust compensation

Figure 8. Left: Schematic view of the thrust balance function, Right: Sensor and voice coil actuators
The reproducibility of the absolute measured thrust value by switching between 0 mN and 100 mN was better
than 100 µN. In Difference to other balances, the thruster is mounted on the top of the table and not inside the
balance structure. All sensors, actuators and girders are inside the holding frame structure. Therefore the temperature
sensitive mechanics can be shielded and cooled, so that thermal drifts are removed. The main trigger for drift effects
still visible during tests are the water-cooling lines.
During long duration tests with thermal stable operation and
closed water lines an excellent drift stability of 1 mN per day
has been achieved. During normal test situation were the
pressure in the coolant lines varies with time a stability of 1mN
per hour is possible.
It is well known from other sensitive pendulum balances
that mechanical oscillation of the pendulum has to be damped.
This is done using an eddy current brake so that no mechanical
contact between the pendulum and the brake structure exists.
The braking force is dependent on the velocity of the girder.
After stopping the movement no additional force is applied to
the balance.
For high accuracy measurements the thrust balance must be
calibrated and offset compensated. Two different methods are
available with the Thales thrust balance. The first method uses a
calibrated voice coil actuator in parallel to the table’s direction
of movement. It is normally used to analyze the transfer
function of the balance, i.e. to check the linearity and offset
(fig.10). Such a method has the draw back, that the force
Figure 9. Thrust balance with
coupling uses the same physics of a coil current in a magnetic
HEMP 30250 thruster mounted on top of
field as the internal actuator that does the measurement.
the balance table
Therefore additional forces e.g. from magnetic stray fields are
invisible.
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Signal / V

To exclude such an error mechanism a second independent method is used to check the calibration. A well
known weight is applied to the table via a deflection roller. This roller is held by sapphire bearing to reduce friction
to a minimum. The mechanism shown in figure 8 uses a thin thread with a holder that breaks the mechanical contact
between balance and calibration tool when not used. The tool resides on a motorized table. If it is moved back, the
holder gets into contact with the balance table and the weight is raise. With a 10 grams weight a force of 98 mN is
applied. After checking the measured
value, the tool table is moved back, so
Thrust balance calibration and linearity
that the holder is released again
Beside the calibration of the thrust
9.000
balance
a good reproducibility and high
y
=
1.274490E-02x
+
1.411557E+00
8.000
R2 = 9.999987E-01
sensitivity for changes in the applied
7.000
force are crucial ingredients for accurate
6.000
measurements. Figure 12 shows the
5.000
reproducibility of the Thales thrust
balance. The same force of 49mN has
4.000
been applied three times, while the
3.000
change in the thrust balance output signal
2.000
has been recorded. After a short
1.000
stabilization time the measurement value
is reproduced. A second type of
0.000
0.00
50.00 100.00 150.00 200.00 250.00 300.00 350.00 400.00 450.00 500.00
reproducibility is shown in figure 10.
mN
The black points show measurement
while the applied force is increased in
Figure 10. Transfer function of the thrust balance, showing the
steps, while the magenta points represent
linearity between thrust balance output signal and applied force.
the measurements for decreasing forces.
Black: increasing the applied force, magenta: decreasing the
This indicates that the thrust balance
applied force.
shows no hysteresis effects.
The sensitivity for small changes in
the applied forces is shown in figure 12.
Steps as small as 200µN are clearly detected, but it should be remarked that the balance is not calibrated to such
small values, i.e. it is not guaranteed that 200µN changes are detected with the same sensitivity throughout the full
measurement range. The intrinsic noise of the balance produced by mechanics and electronics is in the order of
20-40 µN, visible in the plateaus. Also a small hysteresis in the order of 200 µN is visible in figure 9.

Thrust balance

Thrust balance

98 mN
Sapphire bearing

Release

Sapphire bearing

Release

Weight 10g

Weight 10g

Figure 11. In-situ calibration tool
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200 µN
600 µN
20-40 µN

Figure 12. Reproducibility check out by applying the same force for three times (upper diagram)
Sensitivity of the thrust balance (lower diagram)

Thrust range
Sensitivity
Reproducibility
Drift

0 – 500 mN (1N)
<100 µN
200 µN
<1 mN / h under vacuum conditions
Table 2. Design parameters of the Thales thrust balance

4. Power flux
The term “high efficiency” of the HEMP thrusters refers to a high thermal efficiency. Only about 15% to 20% of
the electric power distributed to the thruster is dissipated as heat. This excellent conversion can be verified by the
analysis of the beam power distribution or by a measurement of the heat flux from the thruster into the cooling
system3,4. To quantify the heat flux, the devices shown in figure 13 has been developed.
An interface ring with a slit is equipped with temperature sensors. The slit produces a heat barrier to increase the
temperature drop corresponding to a heat flux. During thruster operation the temperature spread across this barrier is
measured. After switching off the thruster, an electric heater is adjusted so that the same spread is achieved. As long
as the temperature along the thruster axis is small, the heater power is equivalent to the power dissipated while the
thruster was running.
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Thruster (on)

Temperature
sensor

Thermal flux

Thruster (off)

Temperature
sensor

Thermal flux

Water cooling

Heater (off)

Water cooling

Heater (on)

Figure 13. Heat flux measurment device

B. Beam diagnostic
The term beam diagnostic covers all measurements that are carried
out with some distance to the thruster to investigate the exhaust of the
thruster. The purpose of those investigations is to get further information
about the thruster performance and operation like thrust vector
orientation. A further purpose is the use of beam profiles showing the
beam composition as input to models to estimate the beam-spacecraft
interaction in space. To get information about the density profiles of an
ion beam, a diagnostic set-up has been introduced at ULAN test facility.
The thruster is placed on top of a turntable device with high accuracy
pointing. The device used, is a modified rotational axis from CNC
machines, giving a robust and reliable design base. The thruster is
mounted the way that the turning axis intersects with the thruster axis at
the location of the exit plane.
At several feed throughs in the vacuum chamber walls different
sensor packages are installed pointing towards the thruster exit. Turning
the thruster, the ion beam sweeps across these sensor packages so that
the angle dependent beam profiles can be measured. By using the
different sensor packages all relevant density profiles like current
density distribution, power flux distribution and particle energy
distribution can be measured during a single scan.

Figure 14. HEMP 3050 thruster
on top of the turntable ready for
beam profile measurements

1. Calorimeter
For beam-spacecraft interaction investigations the erosion mechanisms are of special interest. The erosion rate is
typically dependent of the particle flux density and the energy distribution of this particle flux. To measure a
parameter that seems to be proportional to the erosion was the motivation to develop a calorimetric tool. The
original design was used for a long time in the previous small test facility at Thales Electron Devices so a large
knowledge about the method and the expected result was available.
The calorimeter bases on a thermally insulated sensor plate with a temperature sensor placed in a thermally
controlled housing, so that the heat flux from the environment is kept constant. While the ion beam sweeps across
the sensor plate, the material heats up. From the temperature change the additional heat flux introduced by the beam
can be derived. An additional resistive heater mounted on the backside of the plate is used to calibrate the device.
The advantage of a calorimeter is the sensitivity for all energetic particles including neutrals produced during
charge-exchange-collisions. The power flux profile multiplies particle flux density and particle energy distribution.
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Therefore the power flux is expected to be correlated with the sputter erosion at the sensor location. A typical power
flux profile is shown in figure 16 (magenta line).

2. Faraday probe
A second density profile important for the beam-spacecraft interaction is
the ion current distribution. It is input to calculate the expected charge flux to
the satellite surfaces. Often the ion current density distribution is also used to
estimate the erosion. This approach is only valid if the ions are mono energetic,
a assumption that is flawed by the known charge-exchange-collisions that
produce low energy ions.
To map the current density distribution a Faraday probe design, well
documented in literature5,6 has been introduced first. The sensor concept is a
nude Faraday probe surrounded by a guard ring. The current to the probe is
measured either on low potential or with a bias voltage applied to the sensor
plate. The renormalized current density profile is shown in figure 16 (left: blue
line). The density stays above the power flux density for higher angles
indicating the existance of low energy ions. The main draws back of this nude
sensor are the susceptibility to electrons and changes of the effective collection
surface if the sensor potential is varied.

+

-

Xe ,e

F araday probe

Guard ring

A

Figure 15. Nude Faraday
probe of JPL type
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Figure 16. Beam profiles. Left: Faraday cup not biased; Right: Faraday cup biased by +65V

The draw backs can be reduced by adding a repeller grid in front of the
Faraday probe. This repeller, biased to a negative potential of approx. –50V,
rejects electrons but attracting ions from the beam and the plasma inside the test
facility. Attraction of ions is restricted to very low energetic ions. It can be
expected that the amount of those slow ions will be overestimated. With the
repeller the Faraday probe can be biased without attracting electrons. The bias
allows to cut off low energetic ions. By applying +65V to the Faraday probe the
normalized profiles of current and power flux show the same shape (fig. 16
right).
The introduction of more grids leads to the design of a retarding potential
analyzer that allows the measurement of current density and energy distribution
at the same time.

Xe +,eElectron re peller (-50V)
Faraday probe

Guard ring

A

Figure 17. Faraday cup
with single repeller grid
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3. Retarding Potential Analyzer

Ion
A schematic of the retarding potential analyzer (RPA)
beam
developed at Thales Electron Devices is shown in figure 18. It is
formed by a five-grid analyzer unit followed by a Faraday cup. The
ion beam enters the analyzer through a shield grid that defines the
5
potential seen from the ion beam. The shield is normally floating,
4
grounded or at negative potential. The grid is 0.5 mm thick with 4
mm diameter holes. A fine photo etched grid with 0.3 mm hole
3
diameter is welded to this holding structure.
2
The next grid the ion beam has to pass is the electron repeller
1
grid. Here the electrons from the outside are repelled, so that a pure
ion beam enters the following discriminator. The second purpose of
the repeller is to collect ion rejected by the discriminator. The
6
discriminator is formed by two grids set to the same voltage
improve the potential uniformity inside the holes. Only ions with
sufficient energy to run against the positive and therefore repelling
discriminator can pass the discriminator The potential of the
discriminator grids is varied to measure the portion of those ions for
Figure 18. Schematic view of a five-grid
a given energy. Ions that pass the discriminator are refocused by the
retarding potential analyzer
negatively biased secondary electron repeller. Its main purpose is to
1= Secondary electron repeller
block electrons produced in ion induced secondary electron
2= Discriminator grid 2
emission events on the surface of the Faraday cup from leaving the
3= Discriminator grid 1
probe. The current collected on the Faraday cup is amplified and
4= Electron repeller
differentiated to obtain the energy profile.
5= Shield
The Thales Electron Device RPA hardware is shown in figure
6= Faraday cup
19. To the left the RPA is completed with a housing. At the surface,
exposed to the ion beam, a graphite coating is applied as sputter protection.

Figure 19. Retarding potential analyser used at ULAN test facility
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First test result demonstrated a very good reproducibility of the measured data. The plots in figure 20 show five
scans in sequence. The last scan was taken after cool down and restart of the HEMP 3050 thruster. The high
reproducibility is a clear indication that the RPA as well as the turntable mechanics and the thruster show a very
stable operation. Further measurements with the RPA are discussed in section C. of this document.

Reproducibility - Beam Profile

Reproducibility - Beam Profile

HEMP 3050 DM 9.3 - 1000V, 16.25 sccm, 1380W

HEMP 3050 DM 9.3 - 1000V, 16.25 sccm, 1380W
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Figure 20. Reproducibility of the current density profile using a RPA
at a discriminator voltage of +500V
(left: linear scale, right: logarithmic scale)

The energy spectrum derived from the RPA measurement is shown in figure 21. The thruster operated at an
anode voltage of 1000 volts. If the small shift of the main peak to lower energies is correct or if it is a measurement
artifact produced by a potential depression at the discriminator grids has to be investigated in future. This result is
comparable to the results obtained using an energy selective mass spectrometer during an earlier campaign but at a
lower anode voltage of only 600 volts (fig. 22).
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Figure 21. Energy spectrum derived from RPA measurements
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Figure 22. Energy spectrum measured with an energy selective mass spectrometer

C. Beam Profile Analysis
Comparing the beam profile measurements of different types of thrusters throughout the different groups
working on electric propulsion is not easy because no standard how to measure and to analyze is existing today. For
the literature available the analysis method is often not well documented. An example is the parameter divergence.
To clarify this situation for the HEMP thruster development we use the opportunity to introduce the method we use.
First of all we use uncorrected data from the sensors, i.e. no offset is compensated. There are different ways of
offset correction proposed in the community to eliminate the problem of chamber influence that shifts the
measurement offset. This offset will contribute to the distribution especially for high angles and therefore increase
the divergence artificially. To abstain from using offset correction means we do a worst-case analysis.
The distribution profile is then integrated by discrete integration to get the formula that describes the total current
within a given half cone angle φ.
ϕ

I (ϕ ) = 2πR ∫ j (θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ

(total current into half cone angle φ)

0

Normalizing this equation delivers the divergence function. the normalization is done by integrating from 0° to
90° assuming that no relevant current portion is expelled under higher angles. During tests this assumption has been
verified. For HEMP 3050 DM9.3 thrusters the contribution of angles to the total current above 80° is smaller than
one percent.
ϕ

I N (ϕ ) =

2πR ∫ j (θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ
0

π

2πR ∫ j (θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ

ϕ

=

2πR ∫ j (θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ
0

I (90°)

(divergence function)

0
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The angle φ where the normalized
A = 2π ⋅ R ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ
IN(φ) exceeds the divergence threshold
(typ. 90% or 95%) is called divergence
half cone angle or short divergence
angle. The determination is done by
plotting IN(φ) against the angle and
comparing it to the 90% (95%)
Ion beam profile
I (ϕ ) = 2π ⋅ R ⋅ ∫ j (θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ
HEMP 3050 DM 9.1, 10 sccm, 1000 V
percentile (fig. 23)
1.2
120%
This divergence analysis is carried
110%
∫ j(θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ
D(ϕ ) =
out for the different profile types like
1
100%
∫ j(θ ) ⋅ sin θ ⋅ dθ
90%
power flux or current density.
0.8
80%
Figure 24 shows the analysis of the
70%
current HEMP 3050 DM 9.3 thruster
0.6
60%
technology demonstrator. The current
50%
0.4
40%
density has been measured at the
30%
nominal working point for a possible
0.2
20%
Small GEO mission using the RPA. The
10%
90% divergence is 48°. This is
0
0%
0
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comparable with the findings using the
Angle / °
calorimeter. The RPA will be the
Figure 23. Beam divergence determination diagram
preferred tool in the future test
campaigns due to its higher measurement
speed and the additional information
about the energy distribution.
The beam divergence of the new thruster models clearly improved compared to the early HEMP thrusters that
exhibited a hollow cone structure, i.e. on the thruster axis was a local minimum of the current density distribution.
For the future we expect to further improve the beam divergence below 45° for the 95% divergence. The RPA is a
well-suited tool to investigate the impact of the next development steps toward an engineering model.
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Figure 24. Current density profile and divergency of HEMP 3050 DM9.3 thruster at 1000V
anode voltage and 1.38A anode current
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IV. Summary and Conclusion
Since the installation and first operational usage of the ULAN test facility in 2005, the electric propulsion
laboratory at Ulm has been continuously developed with a special focus on the diagnostic tools. The diagnostic
capabilities include the electric parameters of the thruster, thrust measurements, thermal monitoring, dynamic
behavior and transients, beam profile mapping and will be further extended and improved in future. The equipment
is well suited to proof the function and performance of HEMP thrusters during development and qualification. The
methods how the key features and functions of the HEMP-T are verified have been introduced and discussed.
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